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We are an award-winning luxury furniture showroom based in North West London and are

looking for a talented Kitchen Designer to join our team.The ideal candidate will be highly

skilled in creating bespoke designs that meet the unique needs and preferences of our high-

end clientele. If you are passionate about design and have a flair for creating luxurious and

functional kitchens, we want to hear from you.ResponsibilitiesMeeting with clients to ascertain

the intended functions and appearance of each space.Discuss with clients their needs and

preferences for their kitchen designsCreate detailed designs and plans for bespoke kitchen

solutionsAnticipating and informing clients of additional features which may be of use to

them.Giving careful consideration to the placement of water and electrical systems to ensure

safety.Present design concepts and plans to clients for feedback and approvalWork with a team

of carpenters, cabinet makers, and other skilled tradespeople to bring your designs to

lifeStaying up-to-date with the latest trends and innovations in kitchen designBudget control

and cost estimatesManaging multiple projects at the same timeQualificationsProven

experience as a Kitchen Designer, ideally in a high-end, luxury settingStrong knowledge of

kitchen design principles and techniquesExperience working with a variety of materials,

including wood, metal, and laminateStrong attention to detail and an eye for

aestheticsExcellent communication and interpersonal skillsAbility to work independently and as

part of a teamStrong technical skills, including proficiency in AutoCAD and other relevant

softwareStrong time management and organizational skillsPassion for design and

innovationKnowledge of furniture trends and current marketStrong customer focus and

business acumen.Strong work ethic.We offer a competitive salary and benefits package, as
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well as the opportunity to work with a talented and experienced team in a dynamic and fast-

paced environment. If you have a talent for luxury design and are looking for an exciting new

challenge, we encourage you to apply.
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